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Emissions and Temperature Trajectories



Global temperatures are rising



Global temperatures would likely rise by another 14.5°F (8°C) if 

all remaining global fossil fuel resources were used



Temperatures and sea levels will rise from climate 

change 



Temperatures and sea levels will rise from climate 

change 



Europe and the United States are historic polluters, but 

developing countries like China and India are fastest-growing 

emitters 



China and India’s share of cumulative global GHG 

emissions is projected to grow substantially by 2100



Climate policy can have a big effect on temperatures



Economic and Social Effects of Climate 

Change



GDP effects from climate change will not be shared 

evenly



Mortality impacts will be largest in equatorial 

countries 



Every U.S. state is projected to experience increasing 

temperatures



Poor counties in the United States will be hit 

particularly hard



Growing Use of Renewables



U.S. economic activity is getting less energy-intensive 

and less carbon-intensive



Renewables are a growing source of electricity



Renewables are getting cheaper



But the prices we pay for fossil fuels do not reflect 

their social costs



Policy Solutions:
Investments in Resiliency (Matthew Kahn)



Much of U.S. infrastructure is vulnerable to the effects 

of climate change



Investments in climate adaptation would greatly 

lower the burden of climate change



Different places are exposed to very different climate 

costs and risks



City-level investments in resiliency will be vital



Infrastructure investment can be an important part of 

stabilization policy



Policy Solutions:
Carbon Pricing



Emissions abatement options have widely varying 

costs



A U.S. carbon price would reduce emissions in the 

short-term



More than 50 carbon pricing initiatives globally



But only 15% of all emissions are covered



Policy Solutions:
R&D Investments (David Popp)



Public investment in energy R&D remains well below 

1970s and 1980s levels



Recent spending on clean energy R&D has been flat



Clean energy R&D investments require years to pay off 


